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**Title: Federico C. Suntay vs. Isabel Cojuangco-Suntay and Hon. Gregorio S. Sampaga**

**Facts:**
1. *Marriage and Children*: On July 9, 1958, Emilio Aguinaldo Suntay and Isabel Cojuangco-
Suntay married in Macao and had three children: Margarita Guadalupe, Isabel Aguinaldo,
and Emilio Aguinaldo.
2.  *Legal Separation and Criminal  Case*:  In 1962, Isabel  filed a criminal  case against
Emilio, who then sought legal separation in the Court of First Instance (CFI) of Rizal (Civil
Case No. Q-7180), accusing Isabel of infidelity.
3. *CFI Decision*: On October 3, 1967, CFI declared their marriage null and void due to
Emilio’s mental illness (schizophrenia). Isabel was awarded P50,000 in damages.
4. *Death and Succession*: Emilio predeceased his mother, Cristina Aguinaldo-Suntay, on
June 1, 1979. Cristina died intestate on June 4, 1990.
5. *Petition for Administration*: On October 26, 1995, Isabel filed a petition with the RTC of
Malolos for Letters of Administration of Cristina’s estate (Special Proceeding Case No. 117-
M-95), claiming legitimacy as a grandchild.
6. *Petitioner’s Opposition*: Federico Suntay, Cristina’s surviving spouse, opposed, arguing
his better management capabilities and Isabel’s family’s alienation from the decedent.
7. *Motion to Dismiss*: On September 22, 1997, Federico moved to dismiss, citing Isabel’s
illegitimacy due to the annulled marriage of her parents. The RTC denied this on October
16, 1997, and also denied reconsideration on January 9, 1998.
8.  *Certiorari  Petition*:  Federico filed a petition for certiorari  under Rule 65 with the
Supreme Court.

**Issues:**
1. **Jurisdiction and Discretion of the Trial Court**: Did the trial court gravely abuse its
discretion in denying the motion to dismiss?
2. **Legitimacy of Isabel**: Does Isabel qualify as a legitimate heir given the annulment of
her parents’ marriage?
3.  **Applicability  of  Dispositive  Portion and Ration Decidendi**:  Should the dispositive
portion or the body of the CFI decision regarding the nullity of marriage prevail?

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Jurisdiction and Discretion**:
– The Supreme Court found no grave abuse of discretion in the RTC’s denial. The motion to
dismiss was raised late — nearly two years after the opposition was filed and evidence
presented.
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– A motion to dismiss in special proceedings is not equivalent to that in ordinary civil
actions.

2. **Legitimacy of Isabel**:
– The Supreme Court held that Isabel remains legitimate, given that the annulment of her
parents’ marriage under Article 85 of the Civil Code (due to Emilio’s mental illness) was
voidable, not void from the beginning.
– Under Article 89 of the Civil Code, children conceived in voidable marriages before a
decree of annulment are considered legitimate.

3. **Dispositive Portion vs. Ration Decidendi**:
– The Court clarified any ambiguity between the body and the dispositive portion of the CFI
decision was reconcilable. The annulment under Article 85 implies a voidable marriage,
resulting in legitimacy for the children born thereof.
– A void marriage means it never existed legally, but a voidable marriage is valid until
annulled.

**Doctrine**:
– **Void vs. Voidable Marriages**: A void marriage has no legal existence from inception,
whereas a voidable marriage is valid until annulled.
–  **Legitimacy  under  Article  89**:  Children  from voidable  marriages  born  before  the
annulment retain legitimacy.

**Class Notes**:
– **Elements for Annulment of Marriage (Article 85, Civil Code)**:
1. Unsound mind at the time of marriage.
2. Marriage contracted without valid consent.
– **Legitimacy of Children**: Article 89 of the Civil Code ensures legitimacy for children
born in voidable marriages before annulment.
– **Certiorari (Rule 65)**: Requires proof of grave abuse of discretion with no other plain,
speedy, and adequate remedy.

**Historical Background**:
– This case illustrates the procedural intricacies of inheritance laws and the difference
between void and voidable marriages in historical Philippine Civil Law.
–  The  ruling  underscores  how mental  illness  and  legitimacy  impact  succession  rights,
reflecting on historical attitudes toward marriage laws and psychiatric evaluations.
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This case underscores the importance of clearly understanding the legal distinction between
void and voidable marriages and the implications on the legitimacy and succession rights of
children within Philippine law.


